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The urgency of the study arises from the need of research universities to implement the results 
of their scientific research into practice in an entrepreneurial business environment and 
further contribute the resulting financial returns to solving urgent problems of humanity. This 
article intends to identify the unique features of a person who possesses entrepreneurial skills 
and to contribute to make a further investigation on his/her potential. It will then become 
the basis for the construction of a human-centered model of entrepreneurship development 
at a university conducting research. To study the problem a model is used that takes into 
account the key processes of entrepreneurial development. The article proposes the definition 
of a new management category “entrepreneurial progressivism”. This reflects the essence of 
the process of university entrepreneurship development and defines the phenomenon of free 
innovative thinking in a comprehensive manner. The author also develops a human-centered 
model of entrepreneurship development and presents and discloses the properties of unique 
features that are inherent for people with an entrepreneurial bent of mind. This then justifies 
the interdependence between the success of a research university and the success of its 
alumni, known as innovative entrepreneurs. The study has a practical value for executives 
who are interested in improving the university’s efficiency and carries significance through the 
development of entrepreneurial potential.
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Rozwój przedsi biorczo ci na uczelni badawczej

Artyku  powsta  na bazie konieczno ci praktycznego wdra ania wyników bada  naukowych 
w biznesie przez uczelnie badawcze, których korzy ci finansowe z tego tytu u powinny rów-
nie  przyczynia  do rozwi zywania nagl cych problemów ludzko ci. Celem jest identyfikacja 
specyficznych cech osób o umiej tno ciach przedsi biorczych oraz wk ad w dalsze analizy ich 
potencja u. Stanie si  to podstaw  do budowy skoncentrowanego na cz owieku modelu roz-
woju przedsi biorczo ci na uczelni badawczej. W celu zbadania problemu zastosowano model 
uwzgl dniaj cy kluczowe procesy rozwoju przedsi biorczo ci. W artykule zaproponowano 
definicj  nowej kategorii zarz dzania – „progresywizmu przedsi biorczego”. Odzwierciedla 
ona istot  procesu rozwoju przedsi biorczo ci na uczelni i kompleksowo okre la zjawisko swo-
bodnego my lenia innowacyjnego. Autor prezentuje tak e model rozwoju przedsi biorczo ci 
skoncentrowany na cz owieku oraz specyficzne cechy osób o sk onno ciach przedsi biorczych. 
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1. Introduction

The relevance of university entrepre-
neurship development is based on the need 
to implement the results of its research 
and development. Such implementation 
enables the commercialization of results 
and ensures a stable income that secures 
its financial autonomy. The development 
and popularization of the spirit of entre-
preneurship is one of the key tasks of 
a modern research university. Generally, 
a traditional university focuses mainly on 
didactic and scientific activities and entre-
preneurship takes the second place. In fact, 
most universities are fixated on broadcast-
ing knowledge. They invest a great deal of 
financial resources into the development of 
their broadcast channels. Such an approach 

fails to realize the fact that this knowledge 
may not be used by a graduate when imple-
menting his entrepreneurial idea and start-
ing a new business. Research universities 
should not only impart knowledge, but also 
teach methods for their effective use. If 
this is not the case, then there is a strategic 
gap between the qualifications of a trained 
specialist and his real ability to apply his 
competencies. This is imperative in terms 
of making a businessman capable of creat-
ing new jobs rather than looking for a job.

The need for such a direction of devel-
opment is underlined by the long-term 
trends of 2008–2014 which attest to a high 
unemployment rate in the European Union 
in comparison with other countries of the 
world.

Nast pnie uzasadnia wspó zale no  mi dzy sukcesem uczelni badawczej a sukcesem jej 
absolwentów, okre lanych mianem innowacyjnych przedsi biorców. Opracowanie ma prak-
tyczn  warto  dla przedstawicieli kadry kierowniczej, którzy s  zainteresowani popraw  efek-
tywno ci uczelni, oraz istotne znaczenie z perspektywy rozwoju potencja u przedsi biorczego.

S owa kluczowe: „progresywizm przedsi biorczy”, rozwój przedsi biorczo ci, uczelnia 
badawcza, cechy przedsi biorcy, model rozwoju przedsi biorczo ci skoncentrowany na 
cz owieku.

Nades any: 10.05.17 | Zaakceptowany do druku: 26.02.18

JEL: M130

Figure 1. Unemployment rates in the OECD, gap between younger and older workers 2008–2014 and 

differences by country in 2014
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Re-employment is becoming widespread 
and proliferates when the unemployment 
rate decreases in most countries, includ-
ing those most affected by the 2008 finan-
cial crisis (OECD, 2015). The unemploy-
ment rate in the OECD countries fell by 
1.6 percentage points, postwar, maximum 
of 8.5% in October 2009. It then dropped 
to 6.9% in April 2015, when the average 
unemployment rate in the European Union 
remained at almost 10%. However, the 
most disturbing trend in terms of strategic 
perspective is the unemployment rate of 
youth. It remains low, especially in Europe, 
where the average unemployment rate for 
young workers (aged 15-24 years) exceeds 
20% and more than 40% for Spain, Greece 
and Italy. The growth of employment in 
different groups has changed dramatically 
during the recovery period. Unemployment 
rates for women are somewhat higher than 
men. Research institutes are supposed to 
find a remedy for this problem through 
extensive entrepreneurial development and 
its popularization among young people.

2. Literature review

What follows are the results of the 
research done by the modern authorita-
tive scientists who made significant con-
tributions to the development of entrepre-
neurship in their comprehensive studies. 
Authors (Pasieczny and Glinka, 2008) note 
the importance of analyzing administrative 
errors for the development of entrepre-
neurs. This fundamental work explains why 
the managers who work under uncertainty 
often do not or cannot use the existing 
examples and experience of others includ-
ing their own. The authors provide the 
examples of the most common mistakes of 
managers, along with the implications to 
the management of organizations’ devel-
opment.

The subsequent work (Pasieczny, 2011) 
describes the impact of the global crisis 
and the way it influenced business entre-
preneurs. During the global crisis, many 
Polish companies had to resort to different 
strategies in order to be able to continue 
running their businesses. These strategies 
included finding new markets, reorganiz-
ing existing processes, changing product 
range, and transforming the employment 
structure. The author noted valuable expe-
rience, behavioral scenarios and lessons 

learned from successes and failures for 
further consideration in entrepreneurial 
practice.

In his scientific work, Romanovsky 
(2012), studies the activities of leading uni-
versities in the United States, Britain and 
other economically developed countries. 
Attention is paid to the phenomenon of 
a university (academic) entrepreneurship 
program and its influence on the economic 
development of different countries. It also 
considers the origin of academic capitalism 
and the consequences of university com-
mercialization. The work likewise looks 
at the concepts and models of the “triple 
spiral” developed by G. Itskovits and the 
possibility of their use for the innovative 
development of Ukrainian society. In this 
paper, the author emphasizes the timeli-
ness of university entrepreneurial develop-
ment as a way to the harmonious develop-
ment of a country.

A Polish economist, Sztompka (2016), 
emphasized that universities, unlike voca-
tional schools, should educate bright citi-
zens, not just skilled workers. The emphasis 
should be on practical skills and narrow 
specializations, as key components of dem-
ocratic development.

Author (Kubera, 2017) studied the rela-
tionship between normative frameworks 
and entrepreneurship that is based on 
three scenarios: the law can promote it, 
inhibit it, or be neutral in this respect. The 
author shows how an impact assessment 
can lead to a better legislative environment 
for new business innovations. The scholar, 
also, revised the approaches to the impact 
assessment applied in Poland and other 
OECD and EU countries. He made a com-
parison between different states outlining 
the challenges faced when implementing 
regulatory impact assessments.

Zygmunt (2017) identified the most 
important determinants for the develop-
ment of enterprises in the most remote 
regions regarding specific models of 
regional development. The study shows 
the need to introduce innovations in the 
areas of knowledge transfer and the devel-
opment of social and human capital in 
regions that do not have sufficient endog-
enous resources. The work emphasizes 
on the promotion of internationalization 
and cooperation. It is aimed at using the 
opportunities of market formation and 
its benefits for the development of entre-
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preneurial innovations. The author also 
emphasizes the importance of supporting 
entrepreneurial thinking, especially among 
the younger generation.

The results presented by Rostek i Skala 
(2017) consists of the first Polish study of 
startups that are gaining increasing impor-
tance in the country’s economy and consid-
ered as a source of entrepreneurial inno-
vations. This scientific work defined and 
characterized the population of economic 
entities recognized according to the criteria 
used for the Polish start-up companies. For 
this purpose, a database of these objects 
was created, and then opinion polls and 
a nationwide questionnaire survey were 
carried out in cooperation with the Startup 
Poland Foundation. The segmental analysis 
allowed identification of distinct classifica-
tion groups and the relevant characteris-
tics of each of them. The discussion of the 
role and meaning of time in the process of 
internationalization of enterprises became 
the main subject of research (Daszkiewicz, 
2017) in the field of internationalization. 
Based on two main theoretical approaches 
and its empirical verification, the author 
presented the problem of speed with regard 
to the process of enterprises’ internation-
alization The work also presents the results 
of research on 263 international companies 
working in the field of high technologies 
in Poland.

A detailed study of the phenomenon of 
entrepreneurship is central to this scien-
tific work (Chmielecki i Su kowski, 2017). 
The authors explained the theoretical 
foundation of a metaphor which was used 
for better understanding of entrepreneur-
ship. They also provide a new, cognitive 
approach to the definition of ‘an entrepre-
neur’ that distinguishes entrepreneurs and 
non-entrepreneurs. This research gives an 
idea of   the entire field through the prism 
of images, or metaphors used both among 
entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs. It 
also provides the definition of an entrepre-
neur based on the responses received from 
a survey of 124 participants.

The Indonesian peculiarities of entre-
preneurial development were presented 
in a scientific work conducted by Suna-
nto, Gunawan, Gunawan i Dijk (2017). 
The authors emphasize the importance of 
developing people with entrepreneurial 
mind set to work in politics and science 
due to their capability to contribute signifi-

cantly to the success of small and medium-
sized enterprises in Indonesia. The study 
covers issues related to female entrepre-
neurs and their views on a wide range of 
areas. This includes their readiness to take 
business risks, as well as participation in 
the development of the local economy. 
It also included the areas of self-efficacy 
and perceptions of opportunities. Lastly, 
it studied what it took to be a model for 
others to imitate and their fear of failure. 
Data was collected from 5620 respondents 
of different provinces, both rural and urban 
areas of Indonesia. In order to get a better 
idea of   the position of women in terms of 
entrepreneurial analysis, the data analysis 
was conducted using a descriptive method 
by developing facts and graphs.

Pelle i Végh (2017), comprehensively 
analyzed competition and competitive-
ness in the EU internal market both at 
EU level and in its member states. The 
main analytical tool used three indicators 
developed by the authors on the basis of 
the data and methodology of the World 
Economic Forum. These indicators serve 
to measure the competitiveness of 1) state, 
2) business sector and 3) market institu-
tions of EU member states. The Global 
Entrepreneurship Development Institute 
(GEDI) indicator was used to assess entre-
preneurial activity. The results were then 
summed up in two dimensions. Without 
a doubt, the member states are divided 
into two groups according to all indicators; 
central and peripheral. It is noted that all 
countries of the Visegrad region, in rela-
tion to the development of entrepreneur-
ship, belong to the peripheral group, but it 
is worth analyzing their relative positions 
within the group.

The current issue of migration in mod-
ern times and its impact on the develop-
ment of entrepreneurship in Europe is indi-
cated in the study conducted by Kwieci ski 
and Matusz-Protasiewicz (2017). It has 
been determined that migrants and immi-
grants are present in the European labor 
market both as workers and self-employed 
entrepreneurs. The role and importance of 
entrepreneurship among migrants is chang-
ing. At present, migrants are beginning to 
work in sectors other than the traditional 
ones like retail, hotel and catering. Inter-
estingly, the second generation of migrants 
born in destination countries, regardless 
of whether they continue working in pri-
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vate business of their parents or not, base 
their businesses on social and developed 
capital ties. These are formed between the 
state where they live and the country of 
their origin providing the opportunity for 
broad cooperation. Immigrants are becom-
ing increasingly important for new markets 
in economically developed countries. The 
study proposes a systematic approach to 
ethnic entrepreneurship.

The research undertaken by Ribeiro, 
Fernandes, Cabo and Matos (2017) inves-
tigates the essence of an entrepreneur as 
a person, and business, as an object of man-
agement. In their view, it involves creating 
new structures and developing new busi-
ness opportunities in existing organizations. 
The work also attempts to understand the 
perception and attitude of Portuguese stu-
dents pursuing higher education and their 
perception towards creating a new business. 
The study was conducted in 2014 and 2015, 
with a random sample of 336 students. 
Data analysis was performed using SPSS 
22.0. The survey found that respondents 
believed that entrepreneurship contributes 
to the creation of new working places and 
employment generation. 46% of respond-
ents could imagine creating their own busi-
ness. 47% of students saw a high likelihood 
of being able to create a successful busi-
ness by the age of 28. Approximately 49% 
of respondents were interested in creating 
a new company, mainly because it allows 
personal independence. Moreover, in spite 
of high optimism about the level of sur-
vival of new enterprises, students exhibit 
low activity.

3. Methodological Framework

The main objective of this analysis is 
the systematization of the entrepreneur-
ship development process in a university 
by applying a modeling method. Accord-
ing to the objectives, the article discloses 
the following: 1) proposes a new manage-
ment category of “entrepreneurial pro-
gressivism”, which reflects the essence of 
the process of university development and 
provides complete insight into the free-
dom of innovative thinking; 2) develops 
a human-centered development model to 
systematize this process; 3) presents and 
reveals the properties of the unique fea-
tures inherent in people with an entrepre-
neurial mindset; 4) substantiates the inter-

dependence of the university’s success and 
the success of its graduates who became 
innovative entrepreneurs. The following 
scientific methods were used during the 
research 1) empirical method and method 
of generalization, which provided knowl-
edge about the external aspects of creative 
people distinguished by their entrepre-
neurial aptitude in research-based universi-
ties; 2) a method of comparison to identify 
qualitative and quantitative characteristics 
of approaches to business development in 
leading universities in the world; 3) meth-
ods of analysis, synthesis, formalization and 
deduction in the process of perception and 
reflection of the detailed essence of the 
process of entrepreneurial development in 
a university.

4. Results

For the successful development of the 
entrepreneurship it is first necessary to 
change the way creative young people study 
and do research at the university. Imme-
diately upon entering the university, they 
should be oriented towards self-promotion 
of their own entrepreneurial ideas. This 
should be their process instead of searching 
for those who can sell ideas without their 
further development. Those personalities, 
who are capable of creating new and inno-
vative ideas and fight for them, should be 
given special attention in universities. All 
their initiatives should be supported at the 
initial stages, because those with an entre-
preneurial mindset are very vulnerable to 
criticism. They tend to have a high degree 
of doubt in their ideas and developments. 
They strongly believe in their dreams and 
know what they want, but often lack confi-
dence in how to get the results and bring 
them to life. If a brilliant idea is not recog-
nized right away, it may be lost without giv-
ing it a chance to become a key solution for 
resolving important tasks. The condition 
of freedom of thought and a sense of com-
prehensive support is ensured by academic 
freedom. It should be ideally promoted as 
a key principle in operations of each uni-
versity with a research orientation.

Academic freedom – is the self-suffi-
ciency and independence of participants in 
the educational process during the conduct 
of pedagogical, scientific and pedagogical, 
scientific and / or innovative activities. All 
these activities must be carried out on the 
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principles of freedom of speech, thought 
and creativity, and the dissemination of 
knowledge and information. This must also 
be augmented by free publication and the 
use of scientific research findings with con-
sideration to the restrictions established by 
law (Law of Ukraine “About education”, 
2017).

However, in order to fully characterize 
the process that guarantees freedom of 
thinking, creation, and independence for 
participants, we introduce a new mana-
gerial category that might be defined as 
“entrepreneurial progressivism” into 
scientific circulation and will reveal its 
meaning.

Entrepreneurial progressivism – is a proc-
ess of development based on academic 
freedom and a set of principles that guar-
antee the implementation of scientific 
ideas of a person with an entrepreneurial 
mindset. It provides for realization of busi-
ness approaches, opportunities to act freely 
and in a non-standard way, and being crea-
tive and rational. It still prevails even if 
the institution in which the person operates 
possesses an opposite view.

The proposed definition of the uni-
versity development process is focused in 
a way which reflects the foundationalism of 
a human-innovator in the university’s activ-
ities in the manner in which it is encour-
aged in the leading universities.

If you look at the practice of business 
development at Oxford University, one has 
to pay attention to the level of its expendi-
tures on the development of the innovative 
business environment potential (University 
of Oxford: Finance and funding, 2016). The 
staffing expenses accounted for around 
£ 680.3 million in the fiscal year 2015–2016 
which is about 51% of the total expenses of 
£ 1336.5 million. There is a clear assertion 
that investing into people is a major prior-
ity for Oxford University. This gives it the 
opportunity to be one of the world’s best 
research universities.

In one of the best research universities 
in the United States, Stanford University, 
wage and salary costs accounted for 59% 
of the university’s total expenditures in the 
fiscal year, 2016-2017 (Stanford University: 
Administration & Finances, 2017).

The validity of this path of development 
is confirmed by the figures that indicate the 

largest number of Nobel laureates in these 
universities: 1st place – the United States 
of America; 2nd place – United Kingdom; 
3rd place – Germany; 4th place – France; 
5th place – Sweden; 6th place – Switzer-
land; 7th place – USSR-Russia; 8th place 
– Austria; 9th place – Canada; 10th place 
– The Netherlands (The Official Web Site 
of the Nobel Prize, 2017).

Consequently, the strategy of entrepre-
neurial development within a university, 
focusing on research, should be based on 
the priority development of its employee’s 
innovative potential. This sets forth the 
creation of necessary material, along with 
ideological motivators to support each 
rational initiative. As for creative people, 
it is necessary to constantly observe them. 
There should be a constant awareness of 
the methods, style and the ways and tasks 
they use to solve problems. All this should 
be done with the purpose of full disclosure 
of their potential, and the timely identifica-
tion of key ideas.

Entrepreneurial progressivism in a re-
search university is a unique phenomenon. 
It is formed by creative people who are 
characterized by special behavioral fea-
tures.

5. Behavioral features of a person 
with an entrepreneurial type of 
thinking

We distinguish the main behavioral fea-
tures of a person with an entrepreneurial 
style of thinking as someone possessing 
a significant innovative potential. Based on 
our own empirical observations, we recog-
nize the following features:
1. Faithfully believes in the reality and 

true meaning of his/her idea.
2. Multi-tasks and performs complex 

operations.
3. Is in the constant process of experi-

menting.
4. Does not look for an easy way and 

always searches for alternatives.
5. His/her behavior and way of thinking 

surprises others.
6. After entering university he/she does 

not see clearly which direction of train-
ing corresponds to his/her interests, 
and may subsequently lose curiosity.
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 7. Cannot immediately appreciate the 
results of his/her intellectual work.

 8. Able to sacrifice private life for the 
implementation of entrepreneurial 
ideas.

 9. Has a sharply developed sense of 
demand, and resultant desire to satisfy 
it.

10. Aspires to maintain constant self-
improvement and development of his/
her ideas.

11. Very observant, thus often sees what 
others do not see.

12. Feels as if born to change the world.
These features mainly reflect a charac-

ter and a style of behavior of an entrepre-
neur-innovator. We express this convic-
tion that the successful research activity of 
a world-class university depends on such 
people. This interdependence of success 
is expressed in an image and material 
bonuses. These are what a university gains 
when it manages to help an entrepreneur 
to implement his/her business plan success-
fully.

For example, this year, a graduate of the 
Wharton Business School at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania in the United States, 
received a job at a New York based firm 
managing private assets, and was offered 
the highest starting salary of $ 350,000 
a year. Of course, the PR that the univer-
sity received and those image bonuses are 
difficult to measure. This story was brought 
into public focus by very well-known spe-
cialized media of the world, causing a wave 
of interest.

Another example came at the end of 
2015. Harvard University graduate, Mark 
Zuckerberg announced his decision to 
invest 99% of his Facebook stock into the 
development of personalized education, 
health improvement and modernization of 
communication between people.

Elon Musk is an another example who 
will long continue to be the object of thor-
ough scientific analysis and reflection. This 
amazing founder of projects such as X.com, 
PayPal, SpaceX, Tesla Motors, Hyperloop, 
SolarCity and others, is the head of the 
Musk Foundation. In January 2015, the 
Foundation donated $10 million to the 

Institute of Future Generations to study 
artificial intelligence control. In December 
2016, he became a member of the Presi-
dential Strategy and Policy Forum (Stra-
tegic and Policy Forum) under US Presi-
dent Donald Trump. They are a group of 
16 American entrepreneurs whose job is 
to advise the 45th US President on issues 
related to economic growth, job creation, 
and productivity. This is a vivid example 
of a person with entrepreneurial thinking 
who was born into an entrepreneurial fam-
ily. During his studies at Stanford Univer-
sity, Elon Musk had already envisioned his 
dreams of implementing a further concept 
of human development. Despite his failures 
and defeats, he succeeded in the realiza-
tion of his entrepreneurial ideas, and now 
has become a person capable of influencing 
business development in the United States 
and around the world.

These examples strengthen our belief 
in a necessity to develop the innovative 
potential of people. All programs, at all 
university levels, should be aimed at build-
ing a human-centered model of a research 
university. This should be a model which 
strongly supports entrepreneurial ideas 
from their very beginning. This vision was 
supported by a group of scientists from 
the five leading universities which focus 
on research in Ukraine. It was done with 
the help of the doctrine of sustainable 
development of Ukraine for a strategic 
perspective until 2030 (Zhylinska, Melny-
chuk and Antonyuk, 2017). This document 
highlights the idea of successful develop-
ment of Ukraine as a whole on the path to 
the European Future. However, the details 
of working towards the implementation of 
entrepreneurship in the walls of these uni-
versities remained outside the scope of this 
important document.

In our study, we want to develop this 
direction and offer our own vision of entre-
preneurial progressivism at the university 
level. Our approach is based on the con-
cept of building a human-centered model 
of development in these universities that 
will provide a comprehensive understand-
ing of the system processes, principles, and 
conditions.
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The indicated model in Figure 2, con-
sists of eight elements and provides a com-
prehensive opportunity to make entrepre-
neurial progressivism work. We further 
examine the essence of this model, giving 
details of its components.
1. The startup market – A research uni-

versity should actively participate in 
the open market where it can sell the 
technologies of their entrepreneurs. It 
is clear that a university is not capable 
of putting the entire volume of ideas 
into practice by producing new prod-
ucts. Nevertheless, having implemented 
some of them, it will receive a finan-
cial resource to invest into the most 
important projects in accordance with 
its implementation of strategic goals.

2. Data exchange – This element is valuable 
in terms of the necessity to have a con-
stant flow of fresh scientific and techni-
cal information and thus transmitting it 
from its own sources. This increases the 
possibility of involving leading scientists, 
specialists and practitioners in solving 
a certain business problem or inventing 
a technological solution. To ensure such 
cooperation, there are already widely 
used social networks of scholars and 
scientific institutions of various profiles. 
These exists with the newly created cir-
cles united by entrepreneurial and busi-

ness interests. The exchange of business 
data provides valuable experience and 
generates ideas, as well as enables the 
formation of a positive university image 
in professional, scientific and entrepre-
neurial circles.

3. The material base – The provision of col-
laborating an entrepreneur and a social 
scientist with qualitative experimental 
equipment should become a priority 
of any university conducting research. 
The university should raise money from 
regional funds to develop education and 
science and use opportunities related to 
international technical assistance for the 
continuous improvement and develop-
ment of its material base. A contempo-
rary entrepreneur-innovator will only be 
efficient if he/she has an access to state-
of-the-art technology.

4. Resource funds – Let us focus on the fact 
that financing of entrepreneurial activity 
carries a large share of risks and unse-
cured expectations. Investment funds 
are not always ready to provide finan-
cial support to a young entrepreneur. 
For this purpose, the university should 
operate a subdivision of cooperation 
with venture funds. This should be done 
along with the opportunity to search 
for alternative sources of financing for 
business progressivism. In this case, 

Figure 2. A human-centered model of entrepreneurship development at a research university
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persuasive arguments should be read-
ily available. A clear business plan will 
help the potential investor to see a pos-
sibility of returning his investment and 
getting profits. Of course, venture funds 
do not invest in all projects. They are 
not very interested in high-risk projects 
as there is a high chance of failure. 
Usually, 70-80% of projects do not bring 
rewards, but the profit from the remain-
ing 20–30%, pays off all the losses.

5. Approbation – When the product or 
technology is created, the next impor-
tant step to be carried out is its testing. 
This is done either on the specialized /
customer focus groups, or on a wider 
scale. Unfortunately, this issue is not 
usually given much attention, but one 
cannot underestimate its importance. 
High quality testing may prevent future 
financial losses due to its false diffusion 
into the broad market. Obviously, its 
worth spending some money on testing 
or preparatory stage than to lose much 
more later.

6. Access to worldwide knowledge – Every 
self-respecting research university 
should ensure open access of all possi-
ble science metrics and other sources of 
information on the world achievements, 
to anyone who needs it. It is specifically 
important for an entrepreneur to avail 
this opportunity to conduct preliminary 
theoretical investigation of his project, 
product or technology.

7. Commercialization center – This facility 
registers the entrepreneur’s idea  . The 
introduction of a particular business to 
a market requires financial resources. It 
also requires the strong ability to ana-
lyze the market correctly, to develop 
a strategy of how to fit in, and calculate 
the risk. You must study the political, 
economic and social factors that will 
demonstrate the readiness of society to 
accept the products. You likewise have 
to be able to carry out many market-
ing and promotional activities. It is also 
necessary to consider the logistics and 
delivery of the product to a consumer. 
In some cases this accounts for 20% of 
the total value of a product and thus 
requires a balanced analytical approach 
to its construction. People innovators do 
not always have the necessary compe-
tence to do all this work on their own. 
A university research department plays 

an important role in terms of supporting 
a young inventor. It should give him the 
opportunity to be fully involved in the 
process of creating and improving his 
products.

8. Scientific consultants – There is a mis-
conception in the society that scientists 
are not able to manage business and 
can deal only with theoretical issues. 
This idea is false in its very nature. An 
entrepreneur’s profound knowledge of 
the theory of a particular process can 
lead him to making a rational decision 
or improving/creating an alternative 
product. Therefore, not having sufficient 
theoretical knowledge forces an entre-
preneur to refer to scientific advice or 
a detailed explanation of the theoretical 
substantiation of a particular phenom-
enon or process. A university should cre-
ate formal and non-formal platforms for 
such kind of communication in order to 
exchange ideas and create highly spe-
cialized interest groups. This should 
include graduates of the university’s 
business school.

6. Conclusions

Having explored the processes of entre-
preneurship development in a research 
university, 12 unique features of a person 
with a business mindset were revealed and 
a man-centered model of entrepreneur-
ship development at a research university 
was designed. Furthermore, following the 
research on a planning of the business 
development process at a research univer-
sity, we obtained the following scientific 
results. Firstly, a new administrative cat-
egory as “entrepreneurial progressivism” 
was proposed. It comprehensively reveals 
the essence of the process of entrepreneur-
ship development in a university conduct-
ing research and the phenomenon of free-
dom of innovative thinking. This concept 
enriches the categorical apparatus for fur-
ther investigation of entrepreneurship and 
will give impetus to rethink its significance 
in modern technological conditions.

Secondly, according to the results of 
the empirical research, the properties or 
unique features that are inherent to peo-
ple with an entrepreneurial type of think-
ing were identified and presented. These 
features show the refinement of creative 
people and their particular attitude to their 
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surroundings. Also, it provided concrete 
examples of the world’s successful busi-
nessmen that showed the interdependence 
between the success of universities, and the 
success of its graduates who become inno-
vative entrepreneurs.

Thirdly, a human-centered model of 
entrepreneurial development in a univer-
sity was introduced. It systematizes the 
necessary elements for ensuring the con-
tinuous reproduction of innovative ideas of 
entrepreneurs within the walls of a univer-
sity which focuses on research. A detailed 
description shows the functional purpose of 
each of them. The development of entre-
preneurship is the development of the 
model’s internal elements – the grounds 
and preconditions for production and busi-
ness – their materialization and further 
commercialization. Taking into account 
the promptness of technical development, 
modern economic systems require effective 
managers with a global and entrepreneurial 
mindset. The developed model will enable 
systematization of the training process of 
such specialists, capable of solving prob-
lems of modern business environment.
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